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Connect the dots then color in the hidden picture!  
Connect the dots from A to Z in alphabetical order.ABC
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Counting Cupcakes
Color the cupcakes, then count them. 

Draw a line to the correct amount.

1

4
3
5
2

Name Date
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 Finish each pattern below by drawing the shape that comes next. After you finish all the 
 patterns, create a pattern of your own!

Shape Line Patterns

Draw your own pattern in the space below!
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 Date Name

Let's go on a

 Shape Safari!
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Practice Counting Numbers

Write in the missing numbers.

1 2  4 5

6  8 9  

11 12    

16 17  19  

21  23  25

 27   30
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Design Challenge: Gumdrop Structures
In this activity, your child will use gumdrops and toothpicks to
build structures that complete various design challenges.
Your child will be given free building time as well to explore
the materials before beginning the challenge. They will then
be asked to build off of what they’ve already created in order
to complete the activity.

What You Need

Gumdrops (or any other soft candy like jelly beans or
fruit snacks)

Toothpicks

Book, full water bottle, or other item (to be used as a
test weight)

Ruler or tape measure

Pen and paper for brainstorming and note-taking

What You Do

1. Give your child 10 gumdrops and 20 toothpicks to start. Allow them to explore the materials by asking your child to build whatever
they would like.

2. After allowing your child to build freely for a while, ask them to take some notes on their creation. Ask your child to write down the
height, width, and appearance of their structure. Then, ask your child how much weight they think their structure can hold. Test
their idea by placing something heavy such as a book or full water bottle on their design.

3. Now, read the story at the beginning of the activity to your child. Ask your child to brainstorm ways in which they could change
their current creation or build something new entirely. For example, ask your child to build a structure that can hold a few books,
or a structure that is taller than two feet. 

4. After your child has finished brainstorming their design, ask them to choose one of their ideas to build. Make sure to remind your
child of the overall goal of their design. 

This is an important step of the design thinking process because it teaches your child to prioritize the functionality of their
design over personal preferences, and it prevents them from getting too emotionally attached to one design.

5. Now it is time for your child to actually build their design! Give your child room to test and create on their own, but help out if they
need assistance.

6. Once your child has finished building, help them to test their creation. 

a. If their design completes the challenge, congratulate them on their success.

b. If your child’s design does not successfully complete their challenge, ask them what they think went wrong. Have your child
go back to the original brainstorming and prototyping stages. Ask your child to redesign their structure and continue
brainstorming and prototyping until their design is successful.

7. To finish the activity, ask your child a few final questions.

a. What did they learn during the initial exploration of the materials?

b. What different types of structures worked or did not work in each challenge?

c. What was the most challenging part of the activity? What was the most fun part?
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Flower Pancakes
Serve a homemade breakfast for someone special with these mouthwatering flower
pancakes that are decorated with fresh fruit. These pretty pancakes will treat your loved
ones well because they're sugar free and whole wheat, so all they get is a wholesome meal
that will energize them for the day. Even young children will be able to help prepare and
shape them, while picking up some cooking skills.

What You Need:

1 1/2 cups whole wheat flour
1 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon baking powder.
Beaten egg
1 1/4 cups milk
3 tablespoons oil
2 tablespoons maple syrup or honey
2 bowls
Your favorite fruit

 

What You Do:

1. Equip your child with all the supplies and have him mix up the first three ingredients in
a large bowl.

2. Now he can mix the wet ingredients together by pouring the egg, milk, oil and syrup
or honey into another bowl.

3. Have your child create a well in the middle of the dry ingredients by pressing down the middle with his fist. Now he can pour the
wet ingredients into the well, and mix until the batter comes together. It's best not to overmix, so the pancakes come out soft and
fluffy.

4. To make the flower pancakes, you can experiment with making a freehand flower by pouring a circle of batter in the middle of a
hot, lightly oiled pan and then pouring several petals around the center. This is easiest when you use a spouted container, like a
glass measuring cup. For our fail-proof method, make several small silver dollar sized pancakes, and then arrange them into the
flower shape once they're on the plate.

5. Now your child can decorate the pancake with fresh fruit. Dipping the fruit into honey or maple syrup will keep it from rolling off
the pancakes and add a bit of sweetness. Let your child be creative-strawberries make beautiful petals, and kiwi slices are the
perfect flower center.
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Reuse Markers to Create Liquid Watercolors
Take the reuse challenge with this colorful activity! Do you
have some markers that have dried out? Don’t throw them
away; reuse them to make liquid watercolors! All you need
are the dried-up markers, jars, and water. It’s that simple —
and it provides young artists with a colorful, upcycled medium
for their creative endeavors.

What You Need:

Markers
Jars with their lids
Water
Large measuring cup
Paintbrushes
Paper for painting
Labels for the jars (optional)

What You Do:

1. Gather your markers and ask your learner to separate them by color.
2. Have your child place the markers tip-down into jars by color, ensuring that the marker tips are inside the jar. Use larger jars for

the colors that have more markers.
3. Have your child use a measuring cup with a spout to pour water into each of the jars. Add more or less water depending on how

concentrated you want the color to be.
4. Ask your child to observe how the ink seeps from the markers and diffuses throughout the water. Ask them, “What are you

noticing? What’s happening to the water? Is the color of the water what you expected?”
5. Leave the markers soaking overnight. The next day, ask your child to carefully stir the liquid with the markers and to make

observations about what they see. After a night of soaking, the color should be completely diffused throughout the water. Ask
your child, “What’s happening to the water? What do you notice is on the bottom?” Sometimes, the ink will sink to the bottom,
depending on how many markers are in the jar.         

6. Have your child paint a picture using the liquid watercolor paint. As your child paints, have them make observations about the
watercolor paint. Ask them:

Are the colors as dark or vibrant as you imagined they would be?
Are there colors you wish you had?
Are there colors we can mix to make a new color?
How is the watercolor paint the same or different from the paint you usually use?

7. Have your child label the jars, listing the color and making sure to write that it is watercolor paint. This label will help
prevent accidental ingestion.

8. Store leftover liquid paint at room temperature in the same jars you used for the activity. Firmly place the lid on each jar to keep
the paint fresh and prevent spillage.

This activity is great for teaching your children to reuse as many materials as they can. Upcycling is often good for the environment,
and it shows children that they be resourceful with different materials. If you’re ever in a pinch and want to add interest to your child’s
art projects, this activity offers a colorful, thoughtful touch.

Note: Just as drawing with markers can leave some staining, this liquid watercolor can stain clothes.

Author: Jennifer Sobalvarro
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